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Soup 
 

“Soup of the evening, beautiful Soup!” 
Lewis Carroll, Alice’s adventures in wonderland 

 

My granny wasn’t Jesus, though often the comparison would be worth 

exploring. But she was a great storyteller, and so she could communicate 

important truths in the style of Jesus’ parables. If, for example, she was to 

retell the Parable of the Good Samaritan, she would instance her care for 

the elderly man in her stair whom others ignored, while she sustained him 

with stews and pots of soup. After she was widowed, she continued to 

make meals for two, half going to her neighbour because he was in need.  

 My granny wasn’t St Paul either, though in this case the comparisons 

might be harder to find. But I suspect that her wisdom could well have 

been drawn upon to communicate the importance of what Paul sought to 

highlight. Take the metaphor of the way our body functions, each part 

connected to the other for the good of all. If one part is damaged, the 

whole body suffers. If one part rejoices, everyone benefits. It’s the nature 

of the Christian community, the body of Christ. And my granny? She would 

have turned to her soup-making prowess to make exactly the same point. 

 My granny’s soup-making was legendary. There were no 

measurements – it was all out of her head. Every soup was different – she 

just used what she had. Some pots were large, and others were small – it 

depended on who was to be served. But every soup was delicious. Every 

soup had the right balance. Every soup did a lot of good for a lot of people. 

Every soup was, in Lewis Carroll’s description, a “Beautiful Soup”. 

 And the meaning she would draw from this? Every ingredient of 

every soup was important. None was better or worse than another. The 

proportions worked together. The lentils, barley, vegetables, stock, 

seasoning … you can take the metaphor further yourself. 

 Thanks Granny! You’ve now got me thinking of your soup again, as 

a symbol of your “Good Samaritan” role with a needy neighbour. And 

you’ve pointed me to something even St Paul didn’t say – we are all 

important ingredients in the beautiful soup of Christ.  
 

A prayer for today 

Use me, Lord, with the flavouring of others,  

to create something beautiful for you. Amen. 
 

An original reflection by © Tom Gordon    

Also available at https://swallowsnestnet.wordpress.com  
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